HOTEL 3*** in Costa Brava
Ref.: JB– HEPPA
This Family hotel is located on the Costa Brava in the heart of the Mediterranean Sea in a beautiful large
coastal village belonging to the region of Baix Empordà, province of Girona, in an unrivalled location, on the
coast and near the main transport routes.
One of the main characteristics of the municipality is its privileged location at a strategic point of the
Mediterranean. Close to Girona within less than 30 minutes it is located in an area close to a vast
communication network offering easy access by either private car or public transport.
By Car with easy Connection with AP 7, national highway N II, and with "Eix Transversal" of Catalonia C25
Using Public transport:
Train from GIRONA Station and BARCELONA Station
Airports close by as GIRONA COSTA BRAVA Airport and BARCELONA Airport
Bus to and from GIRONA Bus station and BARCELONA Bus station
The Hotel has been entirely renovated in 2002; it is fully air‐conditioned and offers 68 comfortable rooms
spread over four floors.
It also has a cozy bar and outdoor swimming pool and parking for 10 vehicles.
Located in an area of leisure, this hotel is located very near to the beach (second line) and a few minutes’ walk
from the city center.
It is an all year long destination and one of the main destinations of the Costa Brava, and one of the most
popular of the whole Mediterranean coast, full of life 365 days a year with a complete program of events and
festivals, businesses and other organization’s yearly conferences and conventions…
Modern, cosmopolitan with, this small town has preserved his historical old town center with peaceful
streets, and its medieval charm.
Attractive towns which combines sport, culture, leisure and business in a natural setting, centered on the
delightful seafront, with its impressive endless beach and idyllic little bays.
A Unique Location!!
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